One of the general principles of biology that was accepted before much was known about genetics was that "like begets like" or A. heredity occurs within species, and species "breed true" B. hybrids can form occasionally from any two parents C. mythical monsters can no longer be found on earth D. traits are transmitted directly E. traits of both parents are blended in the offspring 20. Early geneticists demonstrated that some forms of an inherited trait A. can be masked in some generations, but subsequently reappear unchanged in future generations B. segregate among the offspring of a cross C. are more likely to be represented than their alternatives D. a, b, and c are true E. are lost forever all of a sudden 21. Knight followed up on attempts of English farmers to improve varieties of agriculture with his studies on garden peas. He found that when he crossed two true breeding varieties, an inherited trait A. can be masked in some generations but may show up in future B. may show up in some offspring only C. may be represented more often than the others D. is always present in every generation E. only a, b, and c are correct A. homozygous dominant purple pea plant and homozygous recessive white pea plant B. homozygous dominant purple pea plant and heterozygous white pea plant C. heterozygous purple pea plant and homozygous recessive white pea plant D. heterozygous purple pea plant and homozygous dominant purple pea plant E. heterozygous purple pea plant and heterozygous purple pea plant 67. Height and eye colors are two examples of continuous variation in humans. Whereas in pea plants the tall allele is dominant over the short allele, there are no intermediate heights in peas. Which of the following is the best explanation for the differences described above?
A. Humans are more advanced than pea plants; thus, the genetics of peas is much simpler than humans. B. The intermediate size pea plant seeds are aborted within the seedpod and thus will never develop. C. The intermediate size pea plant seeds have deleterious alleles that prevents them from germinating. D. Many genes, rather than one gene for a characteristic, control some variations in species. E. These variations in humans are affected by lack of dominance in the alleles that control these traits.
68. Children born in areas where proper nutrition is not available to them do not always realize their full growth potential. These children have the genes for normal growth of bones. Which of the following statements can best explain this situation?
A. There is a lack of dominance in the alleles for normal bone growth; as a result, the genotype is directly affected. B. Since nutrition is necessary for proper development and is a part of the environment, it is a clear case of environmental effect on the phenotype. C. Since nutrition is necessary for proper development and is a part of the environment, it is a clear case of environmental effect on the genotype. D. There will always be examples that reflect this condition in human populations because of the continuous variation that exists for this characteristic. E. The children's parents did not obtain the proper nutrients when they were young and thus were not able to pass on the alleles for normal growth and development.
69. Huntington's disease is caused by an autosomal dominant allele. It is a lethal disease, but it persists in the human population. Which of the following statements best describes why?
A. Huntington's disease is sex-linked and every human has at least one X chromosome; thus, the chances are extremely high for this allele to be maintained in the human population. B. Huntington's disease presents symptoms that resemble cases reflecting a lack of dominance in some individuals; in those cases, the allele is passed on to the offspring. C. While lethal to a parent, Huntington's disease will not be lethal to the offspring since it can skip a generation. D. Huntington's disease presents symptoms in humans after many have already reproduced; therefore, they are unaware that they passed on Huntington's disease. E. Huntington's disease can be treated in humans that are heterozygous for the condition, but individuals who are homozygous cannot receive treatments; thus, they pass on the alleles to their offspring. A person who has lost a large amount of blood but is still alive is found in a wrecked automobile under a highway bridge. Several people are helping the paramedics load the victim into the ambulance. After the ambulance has departed for the hospital, you overhear the following conversation from the persons who helped the paramedics. "I am certain that when that guy gets to the hospital, they will transfuse him with any blood that they have in the blood bank since he has lost so much blood." The other person says, "Yeah, I bet you're right!" Having had a biology course, you know which blood could be safely given to anyone. Select it below.
A. A positive B. A negative C. O positive D. O negative E. AB negative 73. In humans, the male has an X and Y sex chromosome. The human female has two Xchromosomes. In birds, the female has a Z and a W sex chromosome while the male has two Z chromosomes. Which of the following statements is accurate about which parent controls the gender of the offspring?
A. In humans and birds the male controls the gender of all the offspring. B. In humans and birds the female controls the gender of all the offspring. C. In humans the male controls the gender of the offspring, and in birds the female controls the gender. D. In humans the female controls the gender of the offspring, and in birds the male controls the gender. E. Control of the gender of any human or bird offspring is related to the environmental conditions at the time of conception.
74. Sickle cell anemia is caused by a defect in the A. oxygen carrying pigment hemoglobin B. protein makeup in the liver C. sticky sides of the red blood cells D. allele for the production of mucus in the lungs E. vector for the transfer of the correct amino acid for the hemoglobin molecule 75. When the adenovirus was used as a vector, it A. inserted its DNA directly into the cell membrane B. inserted its DNA directly into the human chromosome at the exact same place every time C. inserted its DNA directly into the human chromosome at random locations D. inserted its DNA directly into the ribosomes and caused an allergic reaction E. inserted its DNA directly into the jumping genes which had an effect on that gene's expression
76.
A new promising vector that seems to work better than the adenovirus for gene therapy is called the adeno-associated virus (AAV). In order for the AAV to work property, it must A. have the adenovuirus to replicate B. activate its two genes before entering the cell C. insert itself into the human DNA to prevent cancer causing mutations D. be used only for anemia patients E. be eliminated by the human immune system, however its metabolites will remain and transfer the necessary gene to their targeted area 77. The Y chromosome A. has 78 genes B. is much shorter than the X chromosome C. was thought prior to January 2003 to be a good example of Muller Ratchet Hypothesis D. Choices a and c
